The emergence of efficient fragmentation methods such as electron capture dissociation (ECD) or electron transfer dissociation (ETD) provide the opportunity for detailed structural characterization of heavily covalently modified large peptides and small proteins such as intact histones. Even with effective gas phase ion isolation so that a single molecular precursor ion is selected, the MS/MS spectrum of a heavily modified peptide may reveal the presence of a mixture of peptides with the same amino acid sequence and the same total number of PTM moieties (same PTM composition) but having different PTM configurations or site specific occupancy isoforms.
SUMMARY
The emergence of efficient fragmentation methods such as electron capture dissociation (ECD) or electron transfer dissociation (ETD) provide the opportunity for detailed structural characterization of heavily covalently modified large peptides and small proteins such as intact histones. Even with effective gas phase ion isolation so that a single molecular precursor ion is selected, the MS/MS spectrum of a heavily modified peptide may reveal the presence of a mixture of peptides with the same amino acid sequence and the same total number of PTM moieties (same PTM composition) but having different PTM configurations or site specific occupancy isoforms.
Currently available data analysis methods depend on a deisotoping procedure, which becomes less effective when spectra (fragmentation patterns) contain many overlapping isotopic distributions.
Peptide database search engines can only identify the most abundant PTM configuration (PTM arrangement on different residues) in such mixtures. In order to identify all the PTM configurations present in these mixtures and to estimate their relative abundances, we have A complete isotope distribution representing the parent molecular ion from a single elemental composition can be isolated before an MS/MS scan. The isolation is typically achieved in a quadrupole or an ion trap device. For a high molecular weight parent ion, in case complete isolation of the parent ion may not feasible due to limited mass selectivity of the quadrupole or ion trap devices, SWIFT isolation can be used in an FTICR mass spectrometer (13) . Although such optimal parent ion selection can isolate peptide ions of a single PTM composition (PTM configurations contain certain numbers of modification groups), many different arrangements (positional isomers) can still exist. The problem persists even with a combination of highly selective ion isolation and highly effective chromatographic separation (12) . An ideal data processing tool should be able to identify all PTM configurations present in these mixtures and to quantify their relative abundances. Currently, all the protein database search engines lack the capability to dealing with such a task. They generally treat the PTM configurations as independent identities and only "find" and report the most abundant configuration. problem. The method is demonstrated for complete characterization of a set of ETD spectra from heavily modified peptides with 31 amino acid residues from histone H3.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Core histones were extracted from human 293 cells by use of a standard isolation protocol (17) . Core histones were fractionated by a RPLC system with a semi-preparative C18 column and core histone fractions were collected. Histone H3.1 was digested with Glu-C and the digested peptides were fractionated on a microbore RPLC system and isolated peptides were collected.
All data were acquired on an LTQ/Oribitrap XL instrument equipped with ETD (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bremen, Germany). Samples of histone H3.1 peptides with a concentration of about 1pmole/µl in 1% formic acid and 50% methanol in water was infused into the instrument though a static (medium) nanospray tip (Proxeon, Odense, Denmark). Five µl of sample loading typically allows for at least 30 mins of experiment. ETD spectra were acquired with a resolution of 30000 and employing 10 microscans per spectrum. Ten scans were averaged to give the final spectrum and each of the final spectra took about 1.7 minutes to acquire. Double isolation steps were used: the first isolation window width of 30 m/z unit and the second a width of 4 m/z unit.
The ETD reaction time was 25 milliseconds.
Raw ETD spectra acquired in orbitrap were converted to monoisotopic peaklists (M+H format) with Xtract program (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bremen, Germany). The deisotoped peaklists were searched against human sequences in SwissProt 2009.07.07 database with Protein
Prospector (18, 19) . Met-loss+Acetyl(Protein N-term), Methyl on K, Dimethyl on K, Trimethyl on K are variable modifications. The peptide is allowed to have up to 6 variable modifications on different residues. All other programs were written in a MatLab version 6 environment (MathWorks, Natick, MA).
DESCRIPTION OF SOFTWARE
As shown in Figure 1 , the complete data processing workflow consists of several processing modules (deisotoping, database searching, FAVA for non-redundant ions, classification of PTM configurations, and least square modeling for relative abundances), which will be described in more detail below. In the deisotoping procedure, the raw data of ETD spectra are An example of a non-redundant ion is illustrated in Figure 4 .
[ Figure 4 ]
The FAVA calculation of the ETD spectrum is summarized in the supplemental Figure S1 .
To determine which PTM configurations are present in the spectrum, a matrix is constructed to match all the possible PTM configurations to the observed non-redundant ions. All the possible PTM configurations are sorted according to the number of observed non-redundant ions. For simplicity, we use only the observed c-ions here (50 of them, see the supplemental Figure S1 ).
The PTM configuration received the most support from the non-redundant ions is used as a reference configuration. All other configurations are compared to the reference configuration to see if they receive support from other unique ions. If they share some ions with the reference configuration but do not have unique ions, they belong to the dependent configurations associated to that reference configuration. If one does receive support from other unique ions, it becomes an independent configuration. The process repeats after setting the existing independent configurations to the collection of the reference configurations.
The classification procedure groups all the possible configurations into three classes. The first class consisting of independent configurations will be further investigated for their relative abundances. The second class is the dependent configurations, associated to one of the independent configurations. Although there are no unique ions to support their existence, there is no evidence to establish their absence. In the third class, the configurations do not receive any ions to support their existence. In our example, 4 configurations (0220, 0310, 0130, and 1300) are declared as independent configurations (Table 1) . They are associated with 11, 7, 7, and 2 dependent configurations, respectively. There is no third class configuration in this example.
In order to estimate the relative abundances of the independent configurations, the following linear equation is established for each of the non-redundant ions Otherwise, a set of weighing factors to account for the difference have to be included. In principle, one can synthesize individual PTM configurations and determine the weighing factors experimentally. Information about the weighing factors may also be "learned" statistically from analysis of a large number of experiments. At present, we are not in either position to obtain the information and therefore the weighing factors are considered as unity.
In our example, there are four variables (four independent configurations) and 50 (nonredundant c-ions) equations, indicating it may be an over-determined problem. It can also be recognized as a standard linear least square problem. Since relative abundances should not be negative, we use a standard non-negative least square procedure (20) to solve it. We note that the use of a least square method to determine the relative abundance levels of PTM configurations in histone H4 has been demonstrated(21).
It should be clear that the matching matrix for mapping non-redundant ions and possible PTM configurations plays a key role in construction of the above equations and for classification of PTM configurations.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The quantification analysis of the ETD spectrum from histone H3.1 peptide, "LATKAARKSAPATGGVKKPHRYRPGTVALRE" with 4 methyl groups produces three independent PTM configurations with non-zero relative abundances, shown in Table 1 .
[ Table 1 ]
The quantification result is consistent with the raw spectrum partially shown in Figure 5 .
[ Figure 5 ]
The relative intensities of the three c 8 groups has an abundance of 29.9% and PTM configuration 0220 has a relative abundance of 79.5% in the composition, configuration 0220 has an overall relative abundance of 23.8%. The estimation method described here is based on an assumption that ionization efficiencies are not affected by PTM compositions and any potential ion suppression effect is minimal.
[ Table 2 ] Table 2 Clearly, K 23 and K 37 are not methylated at all while K 27 is preferentially methylated. We currently do not know the biological significance of this distinctive PTM distribution.
Thus far, we have demonstrated a complete data processing workflow for identification and quantification of complex PTM configurations of peptides from high resolution ETD spectra. Our workflow does not require use of any sophisticated commercial software package(s). Therefore this entire workflow can be readily automated. More importantly, our workflow only uses deisotoping to extract sequence information and relays on much more reliable FAVA method for identification and quantification of PTM configurations. Use of database search strategies for identification of protein and peptide sequences is now ubiquitous in any proteomics study.
Although any deisotoping method may fail to identify many ions (many false negatives) and produces many incorrect results (many false positives), it typically works well enough to allow a database search engine to identify the peptide sequence with the major PTM configuration. Meng et al (22) have introduced a Poisson model to explain why only a few ion matches with a small portion of ion matches possible are needed for identification of protein sequences. For identification and quantification of PTM configurations, optimal extraction of all information present in the fragmentation pattern is required. Any deisotoping method by definition does not incorporate all information available before analysis and therefore it will miss many ion identifications as well as introduce incorrect assignments. Those "false negatives' and "false positives" have a detrimental effect on establishment of the correct final PTM configuration results, especially for PTM configurations with low stoichiometry or low relative abundances.
Although we have used lysine methylation in the example, the general logic applies to any type of modifications at any amino acid residues. In a high resolution experiment, molecular weight of precursor ion can be measured with high mass accuracy and PTM composition can often be determined with high confidence. Our method can distinguish acetylation and trimethylation by use of mass accuracies of both the molecular ions and the identified fragment ions.
In conclusion, we have developed a comprehensive strategy and a set of effective algorithms for extracting maximal and accurate information on identities and relative abundances of PTM configurations imbedded in complicated MSMS spectra. To improve the method presented here, we need to have a better understanding how different PTM configurations influence the ionization and fragmentation efficiencies. Hydrophilic interaction chromatography (HILIC) is a very effective separation method to reduce the complexity of heavily modified histone peptides (9) (10) (11) . The online HILIC based on the pH gradient(12) is especially attractive since it significantly simplifies the experimental procedures and reduces sample loss. The work of DiMaggio et al has demonstrated that incorporation of LC retention time increases the identification confidence (14) . Implementation of such a strategy to high resolution ETD is still challenging because it takes longer to acquire high quality high resolution ETD spectra. It becomes a trade off between the sampling space (acquire as many ETD spectra possible) and the spectral quality. With increasing MS instrumentation performance capability, we have no doubt that the online HILIC/high resolution ETD will provide unparalleled information content on the histone PTMs. Extension of our data processing algorithms to analyze online LCMSMS data is similar to our peptide identification-based label free quantification method (23) , in which peptides identified by a database search of the MSMS spectrum is correlated with the survey scans (MS1).
Integration of extracted ion chromatograms allows for the quantification of the peptides. Since our method allows for identification and relative quantification of PTM configurations within an MSMS spectrum, integration of the corresponding extracted ion chromatogram would be able to produce the overall quantification of the PTM configurations for the entire sample.
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